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MMOODDEELL Golden Melody

PPRRIICCEE $3,450 retail/
Street price N/A

PPOOWWEERR 50 watts

CCHHAANNNNEELLSS One

TTUUBBEESS Two TAD 6L6GC-
STR power tubes,
Sovtek GZ34 rec-
tifier, four Groove
Tubes GT12AX7C
and one N.O.S.
Phillips JAN
12AT7WC 

SSPPEEAAKKEERR Two Warehouse
Guitar Sound 12"
British Lead 

CCOONNTTRROOLLSS Volume, Treble,
Bass. Middle,
Reverb, Speed,
Intensity

UUTTIILLIITTIIEESS Reverb and Har-
monic-Varitone
vibrato

FFOOOOTTSSWWIITTCCHH Optional

WWEEIIGGHHTT 62 lbs

KKUUDDOOSS Sounds huge.
Great dynamic
response. Awe-
some reverb and
vibrato. 

CCOONNCCEERRNNSS None.

1 3 4 F E B R U A R Y 2 0 0 9 G U I TA R  P L AY E R

Victoria Golden Melody
KNOWN FOR ITS DEAD-NUTS REPROS AND SMART REVAMPS OF VINTAGE FENDER TWEED AMPS,
Victoria has turned its attention in another direction with its new Electro-King (a remake of the
15-watt Gibson GA-40 from the late ’50s) and the Golden Melody tested here—a 50-watt 2x12
combo that packs spring reverb and Victoria’s own Harmonic-Varitone vibrato. Clad in hip look-
ing two-tone vinyl, and featuring an electrified Victoria logo, the Golden Melody has the appear-
ance of something Gibson might have developed to contend with Fender’s high-power Twin-Amp
of 1957. Construction-wise, the Golden Melody is pure Victoria. It has a carefully made cabinet
of solid pine, which, besides being more resonant than plywood, is a big factor in the keeping the
weight of this robust amp to a manageable 62 lbs. Housed within is a sweet-looking hand-wired
circuit that’s easy to access without removing the chassis—just undo the four screws that hold
the rear panel in place. Two Warehouse Guitar Sound British Lead 12" speakers with ceramic
magnets are mounted to the birch-ply baffle, and a long-spring Accutronics reverb tank resides
in a padded bag in the bottom of the cabinet.

The Golden Melody is a tone machine par excellence, with a deep, throaty voice, and a lot of
headroom. You may want to plan on using a distortion pedal with this amp, because it only begins
to deliver its fat-sounding grind with the Volume at ten o’ clock, and it needs to be turned up at
least halfway—which is loud—to get the preamp and power stages sweating. From that point on,
though, Goldie’s overdriven voice is a thing unto itself. The higher volume tones are sinfully
thick, and the dynamic response is outstanding. This is an amp that can rage or purr simply by
varying your guitar volume or pick attack, and the shower of harmonics it produces when you
lay into it is an inspiring experience. The 12AT7-driven reverb is awesome. Completely in har-

mony with the amp’s core tone, it has a naturally drippy and spacious
response at lower levels, and it delivers a righteously splashy surf
sound when cranked up. Three 12AX7 tubes are dedicated to the
Golden Melody’s vibrato circuit, which, based on the vibrato found
in some early ’60s Fender amps, produces a watery and mildly pitch-
shifted throb that is beyond cool. The speed range is excellent—from
a slow crawl that to a jaunty stutter—and though you have to get
used to some inherent scratchiness when turning the Intensity knob,
this vibacious effect is just one more reason why the Golden Melody
rules. This one-of-a-kind modern classic gets an Editors’ Pick Award.
—Art Thompson
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